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This paper explores ways to synthesize methods from generative linguistics and historical linguistics to develop explanatory criteria that need to be satisfied by different attempts to carry out syntactic reconstruction. It addresses various questions such as (i) the need to define exactly what it means to reconstruct a language; (ii) characterizing the formal entities that count as the basic elements in the analysis of the empirical evidence for syntactic reconstruction, and whether the units of analysis and the elements that need to be reconstructed are formal entities of the same kind; (iii) whether it is possible to establish general principles for reconstructing syntax; (iv) to what extent the methodology adopted for the reconstruction of other properties of a linguistic system can be applied successfully to the reconstruction of syntax; and (v) identifying methodological criteria to assess the success of a syntactic reconstruction, and devise empirical tests for the reconstruction model.

o. Introduction

An important debate relating formal syntax and historical linguistics concerns the question whether it is possible to reconstruct the syntax of a proto-language by comparing the syntactic properties of two or more of its daughter languages. This
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1. The term 'language' is used in this instance without qualification, an issue we come back to below. We put aside questions regarding the possibility of internal reconstruction, given its more general limitations that extend beyond syntactic properties.
paper addresses this question in detail, by focusing on several important empirical and methodological questions that we take to be crucial in this debate:

(1) a. The term 'language' has been used with many different, often imprecise meanings in the literature, and it is important to define exactly what it means when one refers to the attempt to reconstruct a language.
b. Once one defines in a formal way what counts as a language for purposes of syntactic reconstruction, what are the formal entities that count as the basic elements in the analysis of the empirical evidence for syntactic reconstruction? Are the units of analysis and the elements that need to be reconstructed formal entities of the same kind?
c. Once we define the basic formal entities that are relevant for any attempt to carry out a syntactic reconstruction, is it in fact possible to reconstruct any properties of syntax?
d. Is it possible to establish any general principles for reconstructing syntax and, if so, how do these principles relate in general to formal properties of human language syntax?
e. Can the methodology adopted for the reconstruction of other properties of a linguistic system be extended successfully to the reconstruction of syntax?
f. Are there methodological criteria that enable us to assess the degree to which a syntactic reconstruction has been successful? If so, can one provide empirical tests for the reconstruction model, given these methodological criteria?

Some of these questions have been discussed in detail in the literature on syntactic reconstruction, but we think that there have not been widely accepted answers to them. For instance, a recent (and in our view unsettled) debate has focused on the general question whether syntactic reconstruction is possible at all, addressing especially questions (1b) and (1c) (Harris & Campbell 1995, henceforth H&C; Lightfoot 2002a,b, Campbell & Harris 2002, henceforth C&H). Whereas Harris and Campbell are very optimistic about the prospects for syntactic reconstruction, Lightfoot has long expressed strong reservations about attempts to reconstruct syntax, pointing out methodological hurdles that must be overcome in any successful model of syntactic reconstruction (see also Lightfoot 1979; Watkins 1976). Lightfoot (1979) presents a detailed criticism of attempts to reconstruct word order in PIE (as does Watkins 1976), and he argues that "caution is in order in undertaking any work in syntactic reconstruction by simply applying to syntax the traditional methods of phonological reconstruction" (1979: 155).

Longobardi (2001, 2003) adopts a methodological perspective similar to Lightfoot's, in that he uses the Principles & Parameters approach to syntactic theory (see e.g. Chomsky 1986; Haegeman 1994; Webelhuth 1995), but he is more optimistic about the prospects for syntactic reconstruction, addressing issues related to questions (1c) and (1d) above. Regarding question (1d), Longobardi proposes that his approach, which he claims is simply the adoption of the Principles & Parameters approach to syntax, can overcome the well-known deficiencies in typology-based approaches to reconstruction. His approach, however, differs sharply from that of other generativists who have discussed these issues, including Lightfoot; it also diverges radically from standard methods in historical linguistics more generally. This is especially evident when he proposes to use parametric variation – specifically, as determined through counts of shared parametric values among proposed sister languages – as a means of establishing distant genetic relationships among languages (Longobardi 2003). He does not explain how this essentially typological measure can overcome the deficiencies in other typology-based proposals for discovering genetic relationships. Here he does not argue directly for the use of his technique for reconstruction, but he implies that this approach can reconstruct the parameter settings for the parent of a set of related languages.2 We do not find his specific approach promising, for the same basic reason that typological approaches to genetic linguistic classification have failed in the past: languages whose development is historically closely related (as far as we can tell by standard methods) can and do share numerous typological features, but when a partially shared history is in fact responsible for shared typological features, distinguishing inherited from diffused features is no easy task. In

2. Longobardi tells us (p.c. 2005) that his effort to reconstruct 'phylogenetic relations among languages' does not need to involve the reconstruction of any syntactic structures in the parent language of a proposed family. We understand his reservation here, and that he intends his use of the term 'reconstruction of phylogenetic relations' to exclude actual historical comparative reconstruction. But to a historical linguist, any claim that certain languages are genetically related, based on the evidence of shared syntactic properties, does indeed imply a measure of syntactic reconstruction (even aside from the fact that 'reconstruction' is only used in historical linguistics to refer to the construction of hypotheses about features of proto-language structure). One reason is methodological: a convincing demonstration of genetic relationship always includes showing that reconstruction is possible – and the only sure way of showing this is to do some reconstruction. The other reason is empirical: if the shared syntactic structures that Longobardi and his collaborators advance as evidence for genetic relationship are not supposed to be shared inheritances from a common parent language, then what could they possibly be? It's true that drift (linguistic change in response to inherited pattern pressures of various kinds) is taken to produce identical and similar changes in sister languages, but this phenomenon is largely concentrated in the first centuries after their divergence from their parent language. Longobardi's focus is on distant genetic relationships, where drift is no longer very likely to be driving major alterations in a daughter language's structure. Shared inheritance and diffusion are therefore the only likely explanations for shared structures; if shared inheritance accounts for them, then they must have been present in the parent language, therefore we believe that Longobardi's proposed syntactic evidence for genetic relationship implies a claim about syntactic reconstruction.
Gianollo et al. 2004; Longobardi and colleagues elaborate on his proposed method, arguing that trees based on the kind of syntactic evidence he proposes correlate well with trees based on the standard Comparative Method. Among other things, they appeal to a subset of parameters whose settings, they believe, are especially stable, not easily subject to parameter resetting either through internal change or through borrowing. They do not explain their criteria for identifying this subset, but in fact most or all of the parameters settings we can identify on their list can be shown to have been borrowed by one language from another sometime, somewhere. Longobardi and his collaborators do not seem to notice this difficulty. We will not discuss his approach to genetic classification in detail because it is only tangentially relevant to the question of syntactic reconstruction.

In his 2001 article, however, Longobardi addresses issues of syntactic reconstruction more directly, arguing for a ‘very restrictive theory of language change’ (p. 300). Like other historical linguists, we are dubious about the prospects of a theory of change as restrictive as the one Longobardi aims for (but see fn. 4), and more especially about the prospects for a deterministic theory of change. The set of changes Longobardi (2001) considers includes, for instance, the shift of French chez from a noun to a preposition. Category shifts of lexical items are much more common than Longobardi seems to believe; would anyone really want to claim, for instance, that the English word Google, which entered the language a few years ago as a proper noun and has very recently also become a verb (as in I'll google that and get back to you about it), had to undergo a category shift along the same lines? For these reasons, we are skeptical about the prospects for reconstructing parameter settings for parent languages in cases where the daughter languages do not agree in their settings. As we argue in detail below, there are important methodological limitations on the enterprise of syntactic reconstruction (along the lines of what is proposed by Lightfoot). However, especially given current developments in syntactic theory, more specifically within the minimalist approach to syntax (see e.g. Chomsky 1995, 2000, 2001; Lasnik 1999a; Epstein & Seely 2002b; Radford 2004 and references therein), we suggest ways in which syntactic reconstruction may be a feasible goal, albeit under strict methodological constraints that stem both from the formal properties of syntactic theory and from the Comparative Method, the methodology of reconstruction that has been developed by historical linguists especially on the basis of phonology and morphology. Where it is necessary, we frame the discussion about formal syntax using general properties of the Principles & Parameters approach to syntax, and where it is crucial, such as in Section 3, we appeal more specifically to properties of Minimalist syntax, also understood as a Principles & Parameters approach to syntax.

1. The object of inquiry

The term ‘language’ has been used with many different, often imprecise meanings in linguistics, and it is important to define exactly what linguistic reconstruction stands for from different perspectives. Here we will take into account as much as possible the perspectives of both formal syntax and historical linguistics, to see to what extent their goals overlap regarding linguistic reconstruction. We take it to be the case that both research fields share one common goal, within the enterprise of investigating syntax from a diachronic perspective: that of understanding and explaining the linguistic phenomena corresponding to what historical linguists refer to as language change. However, at least from the perspective of formal syntax, both the term language and the term change need to be made precise.

3. Neither Gianollo et al. (2004) nor Guarino & Longobardi (2005) provide much discussion about the individual parameters they discuss, and some of their very abridged names are completely opaque; one cannot tell from the papers what they mean by (for instance) ‘contextually inflected A’s; gramm. pros. in D’ or ‘Me spread on AP’s.’

4. Other aspects of their proposal will also likely meet with considerable skepticism among historical linguists. For instance, they propose ‘the Anti-Babelic principle,’ which states in part that ‘differences among languages can only be due to chance (i.e., no one ever confused languages on purpose)’ (p. 5). This is false on empirical grounds. A small but growing number of examples from various parts of the world shows that people can and do change their languages deliberately in structurally nontrivial ways, sometimes abruptly, often in order to differentiate their speech more sharply from their neighbors’ speech (see Thomason 2006a and sources cited there, and see fn. 9 below).

From the perspective of syntactic theory, the range of differences among languages is in fact expected to be significantly constrained by the human faculty of language (Universal Grammar); therefore, these differences are not entirely subject to chance variation. It is rather the re-setting of parameters of variation in the course of development of new grammars that is dependent on chance variation in the linguistic input learners are exposed to in order to set the properties of their grammars (see Halle 1998; Lightfoot 1999, 2006; Roberts & Rousso 2003, and references therein for relevant discussion).

5. However, in section 2 we do argue in a different way that a formal approach to syntax provides independent mechanisms that can impose restrictions on how syntactic change takes place. See also fn. 4 above.

It is especially from the perspective of generative syntax that the term 'language' as a focus of scientific investigation needs to be restricted in very specific ways. We do not aim at discussing this matter in detail here (for seminal work, see Chomsky 1957, 1965, and for more recent and general discussion, Chomsky 1986, 1988; Jackendoff 1994; Pinker 1994). For generative linguistics, the central properties of human language correspond to the system of specialized rules and principles internalized by humans (their native, internalized grammar) that allows them to combine basic linguistic units (sound units or phonemes) into larger structures (morphemes, words, phrases, and sentences). This corresponds to a discrete system with infinite generative power (that is, discrete infinity), or with the infinite creative potential characteristic of human language.

From this perspective, one can distinguish the internalized grammatical system of principles and rules of human language from the possible linguistic data that this system can generate. These have been taken as two different ways in which the term language can be understood. The first one, internalized grammars, is the main focus of the scientific investigation of human language syntax, but it is at most only indirectly accessible to detailed scrutiny, by means of hypotheses constructed by linguists on the basis of careful analysis of different sources of evidence. The second way in which the term language can be understood is in terms of the linguistic data that one can access to construct hypotheses about human language. Linguistic data, or linguistic outputs, in the form of naturally-occurring data/corpora and grammaticality judgments obtained from native speakers about stimulus data, are all relevant as indirect sources of evidence that can be used to construct hypotheses about the possible properties of internalized grammatical systems.

Even though hypothesized internal grammars and linguistic outputs could be a priori be taken to be two different aspects of human language, only the former constitutes a goal in the inquiry about the formal properties of human language. That is, hypotheses about the properties of human language are primarily hypotheses about grammars internalized by humans. Of course, successful hypotheses about the properties of internalized grammars also make testable predictions about what one should expect to find as linguistic outputs, or as linguistic evidence.

In sum, the main notion of 'language' that we take to be of potential interest for both formal syntax and historical linguistics is one corresponding to the grammars internalized by humans, and about which we can construct hypothesis on the basis of different linguistic data. In what follows we will often use the terms language and proto-language, but these terms should in fact be understood as references to grammars, as formal systems internalized by humans and which can generate outputs corresponding to the languages in question (e.g., the grammars internalized by speakers of English, French, Chinese and so on). Of course, even though individuals may have internalized grammars that are different in subtle ways from the grammars of other individuals, these grammars are expected to have many properties in common, as the result of the fact that they instantiate a single human faculty of language. Furthermore, given that different individuals are often exposed to similar primary linguistic data, their internalized grammars can share more specific subsets of properties. The latter kind of similarity is one of the sources of the idealized notions of dialects and languages as shared by certain groups of individuals and not others, which plays an important role in the construction of hypotheses about language change. These are normally hypotheses about properties of grammatical systems as shared by communities, and which do not aim primarily at identifying or investigating subtle aspects of grammatical variation that are manifested in individual grammars.

2. On the nature of syntactic change and reconstruction

Turning back to the question of syntactic reconstruction, we first need to define how it relates to diachronic syntax as a field of inquiry and to the notion of syntactic change as a phenomenon. From the perspective of formal syntax, one goal of diachronic syntax should be to construct hypotheses about internalized grammars which have the appropriate properties to generate the linguistic outputs one finds in diachronic data. In this sense, the enterprise is not much different from that of synchronic syntax, insofar as one is interested in proposing successful hypotheses about human internalized grammars that would be able to generate certain linguistic outputs and not others. A second goal of diachronic syntax (and diachronic linguistics in general) should be to propose models that explain different phenomena of language change. Here we need to make precise what we mean by language change and, more specifically, syntactic change.

2.1 Syntactic change

From the perspective of both formal syntax and traditional historical linguistics, statements of change (e.g., 'the Proto-Indo-European labialized velar stop */k/ became */k/ in Proto-Slavic', and 'the verb moved to a clause-second position in declarative clauses in Old English, but no longer does so in Modern English') are shortcuts that refer to a sequence of independent events that correspond either to (i) the acquisition of different grammars by two or more generations (the formal syntax perspective; see e.g., Lightfoot 1999, and Pires 2005, for discussion along with the others)
these lines, and see also Hale 1998, and Roberts & Roussou 2003) or to (1) the innovation and then the spread of the innovation among adults (the traditional historical linguistics perspective). In this paper we focus on the formal child-centered view, according to which every child with normal language faculty undergoes a process of language acquisition that results in the development of at least one internalized adult grammar. Within generative syntax, this process is taken to be the result of the interaction between the human language faculty and the properties of the primary linguistic data (henceforth PLD) that each child is exposed to.

It is important to note, however, that the formal syntactician's position on language change is compatible with the view that innovations in adult speech form the basis for some, many, most, or even all linguistic changes (see Thomason 2006a and sources cited there), provided these innovations serve as input for the acquisition of new grammars. Because our focus here is on syntactic change from the perspective of formal syntax, we will not address the question of how syntactic changes that may occur in adult grammars, or at least in adult speech, are to be integrated into a view of the individual's grammar as internalized during the process of first-language acquisition. In all cases of systematic change in adult grammar and/or speech, we assume that whatever innovations the adults in a speech community introduce into their language will form part of the primary linguistic data for the next generation of child language-acquirers.

In a generative approach, then, the child, once exposed to primary linguistic data, is able to identify in the data relevant properties that permit progress from an initial state unspecified for the properties of any individual language to a sequence of later states (and eventually a final state) in the course of which the properties of an adult grammar are acquired. Children with similar linguistic experience may converge on different adult grammars. This is often the case, given deficiencies, incompleteness and noise in the data children are exposed to (for detailed discussion see Gleitman & Newport 1995; Pinker 1994, 1995; Hornstein & Lightfoot 1981). More interestingly from the perspective of diachronic syntax, individuals may acquire grammars that are substantially distinct in their formal properties from the grammars of their ancestors, especially given variation in each individual's linguistic experience— that is, variation in the PLD different individuals are exposed to. (See Lightfoot 1991, 1999; Hale 1998; Roberts & Roussou 2003 for different implementations of models along these lines.)

Schematically, the different steps corresponding to the process referred to as language change are given in (2). A child from generation 1 is exposed to the PLD set y, acquiring grammar 1, as in example (2a). Children from a subsequent generation (generation 2) undergo the same development, with the difference that the grammar they acquire is distinct in certain ways from the grammar of generation 1. In order to consider the existence of a process of language change, there should be some plausible link between the two generations. As it turns out, a subset of the linguistic outputs X produced by generation 1 constitutes at least part of the PLD set x that individuals from generation 2 are exposed to.

(2) a. Individual from generation 1:
PLD y → faculty of language → Grammar 1 → set of outputs X

b. Individual from generation 2:
PLD x → faculty of language → Grammar 2 → set of outputs Z

According to example (2), language change corresponds to the innovative properties of Grammar 2 as compared to Grammar 1. These innovations arise in the grammar of an individual from generation 2 as the result of exposure to PLD x, which can include, among others, a subset of the outputs X produced by individuals from generation 1.

Notice that there is no point at which Grammar 1 and Grammar 2 relate directly, which should be expected, since these are part of the internalized mental systems of different individuals. Similarly, there is no direct causal relation between the properties of the outputs X and the properties of outputs Z, even though these outputs are exactly what constitutes the main source of evidence for research on language change.

In other words, the sequence of independent acquisition events by different generations involved in diachronic change is connected only by means of the fact that the linguistic output produced by one generation functions as the primary linguistic data used by the next generation to construct hypotheses leading to the acquisition of their own grammars, which may or may not match properties of the grammars of previous generations. Under this view there is no such thing as diachronic change as a single, atomic event that links directly the structural source or object of the change (grammar 1), the description of the change, and the resulting changed object (grammar 2). Grammar 1 and Grammar 2 are part of the mental representation of different individuals, and as such do not come into any direct relation. This provides a solution to a problem raised by Longobardi.

8. This puts aside the question whether the grammars internalized by bilinguals interact in any direct sense, allowing for the possibility of effects of one grammar on the other. Another situation that is not directly relevant here is language development itself, by which a child's grammar goes from S (the initial grammar) to S (the grammar attained by adults) by going through a number of intermediate states; these intermediate states count as a set of steps corresponding to the acquisition of a single adult grammar. Therefore, although this development represents different stages in grammar acquisition, in this case by the same individual, it is not relevant from the perspective of diachronic linguistics.
(2003: 283–4) in his interpretation of Lightfoot's position (and see also Hale 1998). According to Longobardi,

_A priori, the ideally restrictive theory of language change should probably claim that there is no such thing as diachronic change (also cf. Lightfoot 1999). This is so because, if diachronic change exists, we are faced with a dilemma: either one must assume that at least some primitive change is unmotivated, i.e., largely beyond the scope of scientific inquiry (which is something incompatible with the ideal theory) or one loses any understanding of why the previous synchronic state was possible at all._

Given that we characterize (syntactic) change not as a primitive, but as a result of a series of events corresponding to the acquisition of grammars by different generations, it is in principle possible to avoid the complication raised by Longobardi and others regarding the motivation for change, since that motivation is now seen primarily as a set of factors affecting the acquisition of grammars by new generations.9

9. As indicated above, in the schema of (2), changes in the adult grammar—regardless of whether they are changes in the grammar acquired during childhood or comprise instead a partially parallel set of structures—will contribute to PLDs; namely, the data available to the next generation of language-acquirers. There is no doubt that dramatic changes do occur in adult language. However, it is an open question whether these changes affect the grammar that the adult internalized during child language acquisition. The clearest cases are those in which processes of first-language acquisition can be ruled out as a significant factor in the change process. One type of example is found in instances of what appear to be deliberate, conscious changes, such as the change in gender assignment of nouns in Usui (a dialect of Bui spoken in Bougainville, Papua New Guinea); all nouns that are masculine in other dialects of Bui are feminine in Usui, and vice versa (Laycock 1982). This lexical change resulted in reversed gender agreement markers throughout the syntax, and even if comparable reversals were known in other languages, the very shallow time depth that separates Bui dialects rules out any possibility that this reversal proceeded by gradual, incremental steps.

Another set of cases (which may or may not involve deliberate change) is the emergence and further development of pidgin languages, a process that, by definition, does not involve young children. The initial stages of pidgin genesis might not be considered to be language change at all, but for several relatively well-documented pidgin languages, such as Tok Pisin (Papua New Guinea) and Chinook Jargon (Washington, British Columbia, etc.), syntactic changes can be traced in the later history of the pidgin, well before it was acquired by native speakers (see e.g. DeGraff 1999 and references therein). A third set of cases would be a small number of well-documented bilingual mixed languages, which combine grammatical subsystems of two different languages. Michif (Manitoba, etc.), for instance, consists of French noun phrases (with their phonology, morphology, and syntax) inserted into Cree sentential frames, which include fully inflected Cree verbs. Michif must have been created by fluent bilinguals, because there is little or no distortion in either of its components; it does not resemble anything reported from the numerous studies of bilingual first-language acquisition. Moreover, there is some evidence that it arose as a symbol of a new mixed-blood ethnic group, and young children do not have the social skills or motivations needed to create a language for such a purpose. Michif is now spoken almost entirely by people who know English and (in some cases) Chippewa, but not French or Cree, so its current independence from its linguistic roots is undeniable (see Thomason 2006a).

In cases of all these types, we assume that whatever innovations the adults in a speech community introduce into their language, the next generation of children will receive as part of their PLD.
grammar. That is, the analyst will make hypotheses about Grammar 1 solely on
the basis of the outputs of Grammars 2, 3, and 4 (and also on the basis of the
postulated properties of these grammars), which were by hypothesis acquired as
the result of exposure of different individuals to a PLD set X that would have been
largely produced (set of outputs X) by individuals with Grammar 1.

\[(3)\]
\[a. \text{ Individual from generation 1:}\]
\[
\text{PLD}, \rightarrow \text{faculty of language} \rightarrow \text{Grammar 1} \rightarrow \text{set of outputs X}
\]
\[b. \text{ Individuals from one or more subsequent generations:}\]
\[
\text{PLD}, \rightarrow \text{faculty of language} \rightarrow \text{Grammar 2} \rightarrow \text{set of outputs W}
\]
\[
\text{PLD}, \rightarrow \text{faculty of language} \rightarrow \text{Grammar 3} \rightarrow \text{set of outputs Y}
\]
\[
\text{PLD}, \rightarrow \text{faculty of language} \rightarrow \text{Grammar 4} \rightarrow \text{set of outputs Z}
\]

This is of course a simplified picture of the empirical domain of reconstruction. In
most actual cases the links between the outputs of an ancestral grammar and the
acquisition of grammars by subsequent generations are much more indirect, medi-
ated by a few or many generations between the ancestral grammar (Grammar 1)
and each daughter language (Grammars 2, 3, and 4). In the vast majority of actual
cases, we have only modern grammars, so that only two stages are relevant: one
corresponding to the (reconstructed) grammar of the ancestral language, and the
other one corresponding to the grammars of the daughter languages.

Crucially, even though the only directly accessible evidence is in the sets of
outputs W, Y, Z produced by individuals with grammars 2, 3, and 4, the task of the
reconstruction involves several steps: (i) postulate for the grammars 2, 3, and 4
models compatible with constraints imposed by the human faculty of language
and which could possibly yield the sets of outputs W, Y, and Z; (ii) provide empiri-
cal grounds for the proposal that grammars 2, 3, and 4 result largely from exposure
of different individuals to a PLD set that would have been to a large extent pro-
duced by individuals who internalized an unknown grammar 1 (the grammar of
the ancestral language); (iii) postulate, solely on the basis of the properties of the
postulated grammars 2, 3, and 4, hypotheses about the properties that would have
been part of Grammar 1 (without having access to any subset of the outputs pro-
duced by Grammar 1 which could be directly informative about the grammatical
properties one wishes to reconstruct).

In both syntactic change and syntactic reconstruction, as in formal synchronic
syntax, the task of the analyst should then be to construct hypotheses about the
internalized grammars of different individuals (the speakers of the proto-language,
in the diachronic case) or, as is more often the case, about the overlapping prop-
erties of the grammars of different sets of individuals or, in more traditional but less
precise terms, about the grammars of individual languages or dialects—American
English, Quebec French, Classical Latin, Sanskrit, and so on, in more or less
fine-grained ways. The endeavor has been quite substantial from the perspective of
synchronic syntax but so far it has been only partially successful, despite the avail-
ability of rich sources of linguistic evidence corresponding to different grammars.
The task is daunting for syntactic change (given the limited availability of evi-
dence), and even more so for syntactic reconstruction, given the usually complete
unavailability of direct evidence from the ancestral language.

3. The formal primitives of syntactic reconstruction

Now that we have defined in a formal way what counts as a language for purposes of
the reconstruction of syntax, and what the goals of inquiry about syntactic change
and syntactic reconstruction are, we will now address other important method-
ological questions that may be the source of much of the controversy about
whether syntactic change is possible: What are the units of analysis and the ele-
ments that need to be reconstructed formal entities of the same kind? In consider-
ing these questions, we will provide important background for a discussion about
how feasible syntactic reconstruction may be.

In section 2 we concluded that the task of syntactic reconstruction must
involve the construction of hypotheses about the internalized grammars of dif-
ferent individuals, in this case the speakers of the ancestral language (here under-
stood in an idealized way, abstracting away from variation within and across their
different internalized grammars). Any specific hypothesis about a reconstructed
grammar will then be a hypothesis about the formal entities that constitute that
grammars, in the same way that hypotheses about synchronic syntax are hypo-
theses about the formal entities (features, rules, principles) that constitute internal,
mental grammars of speakers and that can produce the kinds of output found in
synchronic data. Given that to a large extent the formal properties of an internal-
ized grammar are determined by the human language faculty,10 they may be un-
iversal properties that one must find in all grammars. In this respect, at least in this
case, one need not appeal to the limited and extremely indirect evidence available
for the task of reconstruction in order to be able to reconstruct properties of the
grammar of an ancestral grammar. Assuming that the same universal properties
identified on the basis of current linguistic evidence hold for any human language

10. Note, however, that certain general, natural principles of organization in the physical world
may impose restrictions on the organization of the human mind, hence determining some of the
properties found in human language (as discussed recently in e.g., Chomsky 2004a, b).
(the continuity hypothesis), one should expect that the grammar of any individual, a thousand or five thousand years ago, shared universal properties with human internalized grammars nowadays. For instance, consistently with most current theories of syntax, we can postulate without difficulty that every reconstructed grammar will have precise mechanisms of concatenation of lexical items in the syntax, including feature distinctions that constrain such concatenation (e.g., category, agreement, and Case features), locality constraints that restrict the ways in which lexical items can relate to different syntactic positions, predicate-argument distinctions that map in precise and restricted ways to syntactic positions, and so on. However, none of this should cause much excitement among historical linguists, since the existence of such properties simply predicts that core properties of human language remain the same, and do not change.

In fact, given current models of syntactic theory, at least within the Principles & Parameters framework, even the areas in which one does find variation, and which should be the appropriate locus of language change as formalized above, are areas in which the range of possible settings is dramatically restricted by properties of the human language faculty. Widely discussed examples within earlier P&P approaches included the parameters in (4):

(4) a. the null subject parameter (e.g., lack of null subjects in English vs. their presence in the Romance languages).

b. the head—complement order? parameter (distinguishing e.g. V-initial, prepositional languages such as English from V-final, postpositional languages such as Japanese).

c. the V-raising parameter that determines that the verb starts in a base position and may overtly move to the left—raising in a tree structure—is in some languages (distinguishing e.g. English John often dances, in which the verb dances stays to the right of the adverb, from French Jean danse souvent, in which the verb danse ‘dances’ moves to the left of the adverb souvent; see Emmons 1978, and also Pollock 1989 for the first analysis of this phenomenon in minimalist syntax). Old English behaved like French in this respect, which indicates that overt verb raising was lost in Modern English grammar.11

The locus of parameterization of syntactic properties has in fact been taken, within the Principles & Parameters framework, to be in the specification of features of individual lexical items, more specifically, functional categories (inflection, tense, complementizers, determiners; see e.g. Borer 1984). Minimalism takes up this idea in detail and proposes an approach to syntactic theory in which operations in the syntax are massively, if not entirely, dependent on the interaction among features of lexical items. For instance, subject-verb agreement and nominative Case on a subject, as in She likes chocolate, results from the interaction, through partial or full identity, between the agreement (person, number) and Case (nominative) features of She and the inflectional head corresponding to likes. In this approach, the locus of syntactic variation is restricted to the properties of individual lexical items.

If we adopt this feature-based approach, especially as developed recently in Minimalism, the task of syntactic reconstruction can then be restricted to identifying variation in the feature specification of (functional) lexical items that determine syntactic structure and syntactic variation. In the case of the verb raising contrast between English and French/Old English, the prediction is that the variation is determined by variation in the feature specification of the inflectional head which attracts the verb overtly in French but not in English. This inflectional head is the one that carries tense and/or agreement (see e.g. Pollock 1989; Chomsky 1985). In this theory, a syntactic functional head – the locus of inflection (tense and/or agreement) – displays the feature specification (strong, in Pollock’s/Chomsky’s terms) which forces the verb to raise overtly to the inflectional head in French and Old English, but not in Modern English. Of course, this does not mean that it suffices to compare the forms of individual words to identify such feature distinctions. Given that many if not most formal feature distinctions do not map directly to morphophonological distinctions among individual lexical items that carry the feature distinction, one still needs to have access to purely syntactic evidence in order to postulate hypotheses about most of the lexical (formal) feature distinctions that are assumed to have effects on syntactic properties. Again, in the case of the French/English verb-raising example, the relevant evidence that has been used to show the distinction involves the surface position of the verb and inflection with respect to certain manner and frequency adverbs and to negation. Even this evidence is not sufficient, since one also needs to consider the base and surface position of the verb and its arguments as well, to determine, for instance, whether the language is V-final (SOV) or V-medial (VSO). Terms such as SOV and VSO characterize the surface order in the clause, but each one of them may correspond to multiple possibilities in terms of base/underlying order in the clause.12

11. See e.g., Battye & Roberts 1995 for references regarding diachronic correspondents of the phenomenon, and see Lasnik 1999a, b and references therein for an alternative proposal involving overt verb movement in certain cases in Modern English.

12. The analysis of word order presents additional complications, which we come back to below. For instance, in an SVO sentence, all three elements may have raised or not, once or more than once. The different possibilities need to be considered in detail, if one hopes to make...
Longobardi (2001, 2003) has suggested
the possibility of the ideally restrictive theory relativized to syntactic change,
name the hypothesis that at least syntax, by itself, is diachronically completely
inert and, thus, cannot be a primitive source of language change (the Inertial

By syntactic change Longobardi means "a change in the formal (non-phonetic,
non-semantic) features FF of the items of the lexicon, including all the values of
the parameters set for the particular language, taken to be encoded in the various
entries, essentially along the lines of proposals by Bobo (1984)
(2003: 284, fn. 6; see also Chomsky 1995: 6, 230-1). On this view, the set of formal features FF is the
collection of features of lexical items that determine the set of steps going
from the selection of lexical items from the lexicon and their assembly in the syntax
to the submission of a syntactic object to the phonological interface. These features
include, among others, categorical features (V, N, Tense, Determiner), agreement
features (number, person, gender), and Case.

On the one hand, we have argued in section 2 that diachronic change does not exist as a primitive, atomic operation, but rather is just a convenient way (a shortcut) to refer to the acquisition of distinct grammars by different generations and to the fact that the output of a set of grammars 1 can function as the input triggering the acquisition of a (maybe different) set of grammars 2. This should apply to the acquisition of grammars in general, and not just to syntactic properties. On the other hand, under this complex, multiple-event view of what constitutes change, nothing in principle prevents distinctions among the grammars of different generations from affecting the specification of formal features of lexical items, e.g., agreement, Case, and categorical features. In fact, most of the literature on morphosyntactic change deals precisely with the occurrence of such distinctions. The characterization of parametric variation is grounded on distinctions in the formal feature specification of different (functional) items and such specifications are determined in the process of language acquisition, thus introducing this as the main, if not the only, source of crosslinguistic syntactic variation (therefore diachronic variation as well). In sum, one can deal with the phenomena of syntactic variation and change by allowing for the possibility of acquisition of different formal feature specifications for lexical items. By doing so, one is in fact manipulating features that have a direct effect on syntax, and which are normally understood to be syntactic features. Under this view, we can

assume that in fact syntax is *not* inert in the case of syntactic change, as the latter is understood here.

We reach two conclusions here. First, the investigation of syntax goes significantly beyond the observation of descriptive generalizations about surface patterns that one finds in linguistic data. Syntactic variation is determined by variation in the specification of features of certain lexical items, arguably only functional lexical items that affect the properties of other lexical items that they relate to in the syntax. For instance, variation in the feature specification of the inflectional head tense/agreement affects the syntactic operations that the verb and its arguments undergo. Second, given that variation in certain lexical features may yield crosslinguistic syntactic variation, syntactic properties (as determined by the interaction among features of lexical items) can also be the object of change as the result of the acquisition of grammars by different generations, contrary to what Longobardi appears to argue for.

We also disagree with Harris & Campbell on the issue of the units of analysis for syntactic reconstruction. They argue (p. 344) in favor of the possibility of syntactic reconstruction, although they say there are clear limitations on the effectiveness in syntax of the comparative method (and also of internal reconstruction). In order to evaluate their proposal, we would like first to discuss the way in which they define syntactic correspondences (or equations). They cite various authors who have argued against the possibility of syntactic reconstruction, given the impossibility of establishing syntactic correspondences in a way similar to what is done in phonology and morphology. Two passages cited by H&C (p. 346) are especially relevant here:

[...] For sentences ... acquisition by learning is most unusual ... Sentences are formed, not learned; morphemes and simple lexemes are learned, not formed ... Syntax deals almost exclusively with entities not learned, but constructed - or generated. (Winter 1984: 622-3)

[...] Or, to use a different terminology, comparative phonology and morphology are interested in tokens and, through them, in types, whereas the domain of comparative syntax as practiced in recent years is exclusively that of types. (Jeffer 1976b: 6)

H&C then argue that:

at least certain parts of syntax do have multiple "tokens" of a single "type"; although syntactic tokens are not memorized in the context of words, as phonological "tokens" are, they are often embedded in the context of a strictly limited syntactic pattern, which is the "type". (p. 347)

As Jeffer points out, the focus of comparative syntax (and of formal syntax in general) is not on tokens, and this does not seem to be disputed by H&C. However,
it is not clear from H&C’s discussion what exactly comprises their types. They say, and we agree, that “it could never be claimed that a particular sentence was replaced by another, except for formulaic utterances” (p. 347). They use the term syntactic patterns, but then they go on to make statements such as this:

in the examples below, there are simple sentences in Mingrelian, the (a) examples, which correspond to sentences in Laz, the (b) examples. [...] In these closely related languages, [in deleted], the paired Mingrelian [...] and Laz [...] examples are in an intuitively clear sense (see [their] section 12.2.3.2) cognate sentences, the “same” sentence in the two languages.“ (pp. 347–8; emphasis in the original)

Like Lightfoot (2002a, 2002b), we don’t find H&C’s argument on this point convincing. Although the output of the grammar provides the empirical evidence for syntactic reconstruction, the notion of ‘cognate sentences’ is dubious, especially in the absence of cognate grammatical morphemes. The reason is that we cannot priori consider that two sentences from different languages have related structures, without identifying precisely the grammatical structures that both sentences represent. The sentences found as part of linguistic data cannot be used directly to establish correspondences among different grammars. Only the internal properties of these grammars, which are identified by analyzing the linguistic data, can be used to establish such correspondences, and identifying such grammatical properties must be both a preliminary step (regarding the daughter languages) and an ultimate step (regarding the ancestral language) from the perspective of syntactic reconstruction, as we argued above (section 2.2).

This also answers a question we raised in our introduction, by showing that the elements of analysis (the linguistic data) and the elements that need to be reconstructed are not formal entities of the same kind. Under this view, the best chance for achieving viable (if limited) syntactic reconstructions, we believe, is to compare individual grammatical properties, as they are identified from different syntactic structures. This includes structures in which shared grammatical morphemes play a major syntactic role for the reconstruction at hand. (See section 6 below for further discussion of H&C’s approach.)

To sum up, in scientific inquiry about diachronic syntax, surface linguistic outputs of the kind usually available for research in historical linguistics must be used as evidence for the development of models for (mental) grammars that could actually have been the source of such outputs (as discussed in section 2). That is, the task of syntactic reconstruction is not simply one of finding descriptive generalizations about surface patterns found in historical data, and how such generalizations connect. The need to construct models of mental grammars – if one wants to be successful in the investigation of formal syntax – imposes three important burdens on the task of syntactic reconstruction, which involves the construction of three types of hypotheses: (i) hypotheses about the properties of the mental grammars that could generate the outputs possible in the daughter languages; (ii) hypotheses about the properties of the mental grammars that could have been internalized by speakers of the ancestral language (the grammar of the proto-language); and (iii) hypotheses about how the different grammars of the daughter languages could have developed from the exposure of earlier generations to the output of the proposed ancestral grammar.

This clarifies briefly what is at stake, that is, what one is supposed to reconstruct in attempting to reconstruct syntax. We can now consider whether the current methodology used in historical linguistics (especially for phonology) can be successful in attempts to reconstruct syntax. Lightfoot (1999, 2002a, 2006) raises questions as to whether this task can be successful in the different cases. Even though we mostly agree regarding the specific cases of dubious reconstruction he discusses, we will argue below that at least some limited hypotheses can be supported about the properties of reconstructed grammars.

4. Constraints on syntax and their extension to syntactic change

This section addresses the question whether it is possible to establish general principles for reconstructing syntax, and if so how these principles relate to formal properties of human language syntax. Longobardi (2001, 2003) has argued that the task of syntactic reconstruction is a realistic goal and that the Principles & Parameters approach provides the necessary tools one needs to develop an appropriate discovery procedure. Nevertheless, he states that “current theories place very mild constraints on possible diachronic changes, something at odds with the trivial observation that actual ‘language change’ represents a tiny fraction of the variation made a priori available by Universal Grammar” (Longobardi 2003: 275).

Even though the cases of language change that have been attested and investigated in detail may instantiate only a small part of the crosslinguistic variation that has been identified so far, it is not at all clear that possible diachronic change...
should in any sense be more restricted than the space of possible crosslinguistic variation made available by properties of the human linguistic system. If certain grammatical properties are possible, as verified by means of attested crosslinguistic variation, then it is a priori possible to identify a process of grammatical change that led to attested variants, even though there may be no direct historical data that can represent a source for these variants. The absence of historical correspondents for certain crosslinguistic phenomena is simply due to the absence of historical records, and cannot be assigned to restrictions imposed by the linguistic system, since such restrictions would not have a synchronic correlate.\footnote{An anonymous reviewer does point out that "there is reason to think there are restrictions on possible changes. [...] for instance, English could not simply become a free word order language withoutfirst developing some case (or adpositional) marking." We assume the reviewer is referring to the possibility of restrictions on change that would not be restrictions on linguistic variation. First, although it may be widely attested that a free word order co-occurs with overt morphological marking (e.g., case or adpositions), it is not clear that dependence between the two is mandatory. Second, as we proposed, if it is indeed the case that a free word order is dependent upon the existence of certain kinds of overt morphology, this dependence should follow from a restriction on the space of linguistic variation (e.g., free word order would be restricted to grammars with certain kinds of overt morphology) and not be taken only as the result of a restriction on possible diachronic change.}

For this reason, we argue against the view that it is necessary to impose restrictions applying specifically to syntactic change, beyond the constraints that are imposed by the human faculty of language on properties that arise in the linguistic system from a synchronic perspective. Current theories of syntax do have the means to constrain what counts as possible diachronic changes, given that they narrow down the space of grammatical innovation to grammatical properties that can be learned by humans (more specifically, acquired by children) as part of the grammar of a natural language, on the basis of exposure to a minimal amount of linguistic input.\footnote{Of course, this does not warrant the conclusion that it is only children acquiring their native grammar who can manipulate the linguistic system in ways that will lead to grammatical innovation. Research on language contact, in particular, provides examples of linguistic innovation that may not have been triggered directly in the process of language acquisition, although they may have been primarily the result of language contact among adults (see e.g. Thomason & Kaufman 1988 and references therein).} The linguistic input provides the relevant triggers for the acquisition by the child of the properties that will eventually converge into her adult grammar, according to precise and restrictive boundaries imposed by the specialized linguistic system that only humans have. Longobardi (2001) also argues that: syntactic change not provably due to interference should not occur at all as a primitive — that is, unless forced by changes in the phonology, the semantics, or the lexicon, perhaps ultimately by interface or grammar-external pressures, [...] (p. 275).

It is unclear to us what Longobardi intends by claiming that syntactic change that is not the result of interference needs to be treated in a different way from syntactic change that is due to interference. The standard meaning of the term 'interference' in historical linguistics is the transfer of structural features from the grammar of one language to another. However, from a formal perspective, it is not clear why syntactic change (i.e., innovation) resulting from interference should in principle have significantly different structural properties from syntactic change that does not result from interference.

Here we would like to discuss Longobardi's claim that syntactic change (not due to interference) has to be forced by changes in the phonology, the semantics or the lexicon. We focus on this point in the remainder of this section. One possible source of confusion has to do with defining exactly what should count as syntactic change. Within the Principles & Parameters/Minimalist approaches the locus of parametric variation has been taken to be restricted to properties of lexical items. More specifically, it has been argued that the locus of variation is restricted to features of functional lexical categories (such as inflection, complementizer and determiner, to cite a few functional categories that have been widely adopted). In a somewhat related way, within Minimalism, it has been argued that all the operations that take place in the syntax emerge from the manipulation of features of lexical items, including features that are relevant only for syntactic operations, but also features that are relevant for the phonological and semantic interfaces. If we adopt this approach, it is reasonable to assume that the properties of the syntactic system depend directly on the specified features of different lexical items, and in this perspective the source of grammatical innovation is expected to be dependent on changes in this feature specification. Furthermore, such innovations can arise in the specification of features that are relevant for syntax, for (morpho)phonology and for semantics. On this view, something else needs to be said about Longobardi's argument that syntactic change "should not occur at all as a primitive — that is, unless forced by changes in the phonology, the semantics or the lexicon". We argue that syntactic change is simply the result of changes in the features of lexical items, more specifically the features that directly affect the output of syntactic operations. These features may be (formal) features that are not manipulated directly either by the semantic or the phonological interface, provided they are manipulated as part of syntactic operations. One example may be illustrated by the contrast in (5), showing the loss of V-movement in English to a position to the left of negation. This change has been attributed to the weakening of formal features of V and of the inflectional head (Inf) in English. In an earlier stage, in the absence of auxiliary verbs, the V had to move obligatorily to Inf to check a feature that is argued not to be interpretable...
by the phonological interface in Old English (thus the need for it to be checked or eliminated before any manipulation by the phonological interface). But this feature specification later changed so that the relevant feature was specified differently, and no longer needed to be eliminated or checked before the phonological interface, leading to the loss of overt V-movement to Infl in English, as in (5b).16

(5) a. *Mary speaks not Greek.
   b. Mary does not speak Greek.

In this case, the relevant features that led to the change in question are arguably not phonological or semantic features, even though their manipulation as part of syntactic operations affects the output of the phonological interface.

5. Can the Comparative Method be applied to syntactic reconstruction?

Now that we have discussed briefly how the investigation of syntactic change relates to formal syntax, and what would be at stake in an attempt to reconstruct properties of syntax, we turn in this section to the evaluation of cases in which the standard methodology of historical linguistics is applied to (morpho)syntactic changes that have been described in some detail.

We note first that those who propose methods for syntactic reconstruction, in particular Harris & Campbell (1995), have primarily used examples whose history is not independently known. There is therefore no way to evaluate the methodology directly; the fruitfulness test is of course available, but typically a good deal of time must elapse before the results of a substantial reconstruction have been widely applied in the daughter languages. For instance, in the case of Sussare’s 19th-century Laryngeal Theory – the most successful example to date of internal reconstruction – it took decades before enough results accumulated to convince skeptics. (It must be confessed, however, that the theory might still be controversial if the hypothesized consonants had not been discovered in newly-deciphered Hittite documents.) The reasons for adding examples with unknown history have to do with the paucity of usable ancient syntactic attestations. Nevertheless, there are many texts in Ancient Greek and Latin, and in a number of other ancient languages in several language families, so the tests could be applied; but as far as we know, they haven’t been. Current proposals, both Harris & Campbell’s and Longobardi’s, therefore seem to us to be inconclusive.

16. This example omits many details that are not directly relevant for the present discussion. See e.g. Kroch & Taylor 1997; Pintzuk 1999; Pintzuk et al. 2000 for different analyses and other references.

We illustrate this potential pitfall in our evaluation of three different cases below. In one case, the problem of word order, we will point out flaws in different attempts to reconstruct the corresponding syntax of the earlier grammar. In two other cases we take phenomena that have been described with respect both to the daughter languages and to the ancestral language. We will begin by using subsets of the daughter languages as the only initial source of evidence, attempting to reconstruct the syntax of the earlier grammar. Then we compare the results we obtain with what is actually known about the syntax of the ancestral language. First, we examine a set of changes in the morphosyntax of noun declensions in Slavic, and conclude that no firm hypothesis can be supported about the ancestral grammar. For the second example, the development of synthetic forms of the future in Romance languages, we suggest that the reconstruction hypothesis we are to in fact matches what is known about the ancestral grammar, but it is still only tentative, given that it ultimately appeals to notions of naturalness or directionality of change that have not been independently motivated. As we will argue, these results show that no a priori conclusion can be drawn about the prospects for syntactic reconstruction.

We suggest that in some cases it is possible to construct interesting and potentially useful hypotheses about the properties of earlier grammars, especially when the relevant source of syntactic variation is grounded in morphophonological distinctions. However, contrary to what different proposals might lead one to believe, the complexities associated with the investigation of syntax make the prospect for successful syntactic reconstruction much more limited than we might wish, despite the success of the comparative method in other domains of the grammar (see Fox 1995 for a general discussion about reconstruction).

One source of what we take to be a misunderstanding about the success of the enterprise of syntactic reconstruction lies in the fact that in the literature on syntactic reconstruction, it’s not always clear whether the authors are talking about the same thing. There appears to be some confusion about the nature of the enterprise. Lightfoot observes, for instance, that ‘if there are no principles of history, there would seem to be no basis for reconstructing proto-languages where the most archaic languages do not agree’ (2002a: 134); this view would rule out phonological, lexical, and morphological reconstruction as well as syntactic reconstruction. Longobardi (2001, 2003) apparently shares this view, at least with respect to syntactic reconstruction, since he argues for what appears to be a deterministic prediction of syntactic changes. But this approach does not correspond closely to what historical linguists have actually done in carrying out reconstructions over many decades; and, regardless of the general lack of historical principles that govern language change, especially outside the phonology, the achievements in this area have been very substantial.

In historical linguistics, as elsewhere in the sciences, one methodological principle stands out: all things being equal, the simplest hypothesis wins, in efforts to
account for sets of data. Observers can and certainly do disagree often about what the simplest hypothesis is and about whether all things are truly equal. Nevertheless, this principle guides much in reconstruction, often overriding considerations of 'naturalness' (which is a slippery concept, even in the area of sound change). The principle should apply to syntactic reconstruction as well as to other areas. Let's turn now to the evaluation of different attempts to do syntactic reconstruction.

5.1 Why surface word order is not enough

Reconstructing basic sentential word order is notoriously controversial, for a variety of reasons: in many languages word order is sufficiently free that the concept of one basic word order has much less relevance than in languages with more rigid word order patterns; more importantly, the same surface word order pattern in two different languages may result from very different grammatical structures; and the languages of a family may vary so much in this area of the grammar that there is no clear candidate for the simplest hypothesis. Proto-Indo-European is a case in point. Different problems for attempts to reconstruct word order in PIE were discussed in detail as early as Watkins 1976 and Lightfoot 1979. Some Indo-European (IE) languages have quite free word order; some IE languages are SOV; some are are SVO, and others are VSO; and most of the ancient SOV languages were in close contact with SOV languages, so that this easily-transferred syntactic feature could be the result of foreign interference (see also Thomason 2006b for brief review). No matter which word order one might select as the basic PIE word order pattern, numerous changes will be required in many daughter languages. The majority view (given the SOV pattern of most of the oldest attested IE branches) is SOV, but there is no general acceptance that this is the best historical hypothesis. In spite of the recent boom in research of historical IE syntax, the crucial test of the validity of a historical hypothesis has not been met here: no generally-accepted research results have shown any hypothesis about PIE word order to be scientifically fruitful, enabling historical linguists to explain things that are otherwise mysterious.

But not all language families are like IE in this respect. Uralic, to take one example, is not. Of the three major branches of the Uralic, two are solidly SOV and the third, Finno-Permnic, is mostly SOV (Harris & Campbell 1995, p. 364). But one sub-branch, Balto-Finnic, together with Lapp, has SVO word order. There is an explanation for this exception: the SVO languages, among them Finnish, have all been heavily influenced by Slavic and Germanic languages during their speakers' westward movement, and their SVO word order is generally agreed to be the result of IE influence. Moreover, Finnish, at least, shows apparent traces of a former SOV word-order pattern (Harris & Campbell 1995: 365).

In contrast, there is no contact or other explanation available to explain the SOV word order of the other Uralic languages. (Some of them may well have come under the influence of Altaic and other SOV languages in the past, but no contact-related hypotheses have been proposed to account for the Uralic SOV pattern.) It is therefore relatively uncontroversial to reconstruct SOV word order for Proto-Uralic. Does this mean that Proto-Uralic certainly had SOV word order? No, of course not. But it does mean that the simplest hypothesis promotes reconstructing SOV for the family as a whole: this would require only one word-order change, in the immediate ancestors of the Balto-Finnic and Lapp languages. Positioning SVO or any other word order pattern would require at least three independent word-order changes, one in Ugric, one in Samoyedic, and one or more in non-Balto-Finnic sub-branches of the Finnish branch of the family. Furthermore, it is unclear whether the proposed SOV identified in the different branches and proposed for the ancestral languages corresponds to the same underlying grammatical properties across the different languages, showing that the task of reconstruction is both imprecise and incomplete here, along the lines of the discussion in section 2.2, since the observations about surface word order alone are restricted to the description of linguistic outputs, requiring additional investigation about the grammatical properties that may have yielded the surface orders in the different languages.

5.2 Reconstruction in the absence of precise criteria?

Other examples, even without methodological discussions, are inconclusive. Kroese's impressive achievement, in his 1999 book on syntactic reconstruction of Proto-Salishan, is a compilation, comparison, and analysis of large amounts of syntactic data from most of the 23 Salishan languages. He does make proposals for reconstruction, but many of these are tentative. In discussing the pan-Salish morpheme -m, for example, he observes that:

All Salish languages have ... [construction] ... used to mark reduced topicality of the agent of a transitive clause, and/or increased topicality of the patient ... [Discourse functions are analogous to ... passives in European languages, but their morphological form in most Salish languages is rather different ... (1999: 26).

Krooos goes on to observe that the two most common forms of this A[gent] D[emotion] marker are -m and -t. In the Interior Salish branch of the family, -m is used with a 1sg or 3 patient, and -t is used with all other patients; in the Coast Salish languages, however, -m is used in main clauses and -t (or a similar suffix) in both nominalized and non-nominalized subordinate clauses (pp. 26–27). He then says that probably the Interior Salish distribution of -m and -t reflects the merger of two different AD paradigms, perhaps similar to Coast
Salish: "at any rate, it is difficult to see how the Coast Salish distribution of -m and -(it) could have evolved from the Interior Salish one" (1999: 27). But he also points out that Bella Coola, a one-language branch of the family generally considered coordinate with Coast Salish and Interior Salish, has a distribution of these two suffixes that closely resembles the Interior Salish pattern; this has been suggested as one piece of evidence for a closer relationship between Bella Coola and Interior Salish (p. 27). An alternative possibility comes to mind, perhaps, since Bella Coola and Interior Salish are archaic in this respect, and Coast Salish has innovated the main clause/subordinate clause pattern. This seems the simpler hypothesis, in the absence of considerable other evidence in favor of a closer Bella Coola/Interior Salish link. In sum, the difficulty of imagining how it could have occurred cannot be trivial, especially given how ignorant we are about syntactic change generally.

5.3 When morphosyntactic reconstruction fails

Harris & Campbell (1995) apparently wish to appeal to a syntactic analogue of the regularity hypothesis in sound change. They address this issue in detail, arguing that "syntactic change is indeed regular, in the sense that it is rule-governed, non-random" (p. 347; see also p. 326). But this is emphatically not the sense in which sound change is regular. According to the regularity hypothesis of sound change, if x changes to y in environment z in one word in language A, then x will change to y in that environment in every word of language A. Lightfoot (1979: 164, quoted by Harris & Campbell, p. 367), by contrast, argues that "[s]yntactic change is in large measure analogical". Harris & Campbell counter by saying that the effects of analogy can be overcome when doing phonological reconstruction and therefore also in doing syntactic reconstruction. But this misses the point. Sound change does have analogic components. But where analogy affects sound change directly, it always depends on phonetic categories; a rather common example is the extension of a palatalization rule from the environment before a high front vowel to the environment before any front vowel, simplifying the palatalization rule. This kind of phonetic analogy presents no difficulties for comparative reconstruction. Morphosyntactic analogy affects only the results of sound change within paradigms. These distorting effects are overwhelmingly less prominent than the effects of regular sound change, so (as Harris & Campbell say) the problems they cause for comparative reconstruction can easily be overcome. This simply is not true of morphological and syntactic change. Where - as the Neogrammarians already knew in the 1870s - the primary mechanisms of change are to a large extent analogic, there is no foundation of non-analogic morphosyntactic change that can be used to sort out the effects of analogy; the effects of analogy are currently the whole picture, or close to it, for morphosyntactic changes that are not brought about by phonological change alone.

The sense in which analogic change is regular (in Harris & Campbell’s terms) is apparently the same in both the morphology and the syntax. Here’s a typical example. In late Proto-Slavic, the domain of the grammatical category of animacy was restricted to just one place in the elaborate noun declensional system, the accusative singular of masculine nouns in a single noun class, the o-stems. Specifically, in animate masculine o-stem nouns, the accusative singular suffix was identical to the genitive singular; in inanimate masculine o-stem nouns, the accusative singular suffix was identical to the nominative singular. The domain of grammatical animacy has expanded through analogic changes in most modern Slavic languages, though not in the same ways in each daughter language of Proto-Slavic. In Novi Serbo-Croatian, for instance, animacy is still restricted to the o-stems, but now it holds in the plural as well as in the singular - that is, the rule no longer specifies ‘singular’, as in (6b):

(6) a. Late Proto-Slavic: o-stem masc. anim. acc. sg. = o-stem gen. sg.

In Modern Standard Russian, by a set of analogic processes that presumably began with a spread from the o-stem singular to the o-stem plural and from there to the plurals of other noun classes, the situation is more complicated, as in (7) and (8):

(7) a. o-stem masc. anim. acc. = gen.
b. o-stem masc. inan. acc. = nom.
(8) a. anim. acc. pl. = gen.
b. inan. acc. pl. = nom.

The o-stem masc. anim. plural is thus doubly specified; there’s no way to collapse the two rules into one, because the singular forms of the other noun classes do not show any animacy distinctions. Now, the rules for marking grammatically animate accusative forms are quite regular in Late Proto-Slavic, modern Novi Serbo-Croatian, and Modern Standard Russian, and the analogic changes that led to the current states of the two modern languages were regular in that they affected all nouns in the relevant class, case, and number categories. But they were not regular in the sense of regular sound change. The fact that regular sound change is blind to all considerations of morphological, syntactic, semantic, and

17. Longobardi (p.c. 2005) tells us that he has never argued for regularity of syntactic change, considering, for instance, that change of syntactic features may spread regularly and incompletely through similar lexical items.
example within manageable bounds, we will restrict our comparison to a small but representatve subset of Slavic languages.

Modern Slavic languages have a morphosyntactic category of animacy, which is expressed in noun declension and in adjectival agreement patterns. There is semantic variation in the modern languages with respect to the range of creatures that receive the lexical designation ‘animate’, but in most or all of the languages grammatically animate beings include at least humans, other mammals, birds, and other vertebrates, in at least some grammatical contexts. The animate/inanimate system of noun classification co-exists with two other classificatory systems: a division into biologically-based categories of masculine, feminine, and neuter, and a partly cross-cutting set of declension types with no semantic content but with separate sets of case/number suffixes. This last set of declension types is traditionally designated by the last segment in the noun stem: o-stem, a-stem, i-stem and so forth. Most masculine nouns and almost all neuter nouns belong to the old o-stem declension; most feminine nouns belong to the old a-stem declension. In some of the modern languages the old i-stem declension contains both masculine and feminine nouns, and in others there are only feminine i-stems. In addition, there are a few masculine o-stems and a handful of irregular nouns that partially preserve other old declension types. These are found in all Slavic languages that have preserved substantial noun declension from Proto-Slavic. Only Bulgarian, Macedonian, and some southeastern dialects of Serbo-Croatian have lost declension almost entirely. Although the designations o-, a-, and i-stems are now anachronistic, we will use them below for convenience, as ways of referring to the different declensions.

In most Slavic languages, only nouns in certain declensions are identified lexically as animate. In some languages only masculine nouns can be grammatically animate, while in others both masculine and feminine nouns show animacy distinctions. Neuter nouns are never grammatically animate in Slavic. In the examples given in Tables 1–4 below, accent marks are omitted – not because they’re unimportant, but because they don’t affect any of the animacy patterns. For the same reason, we give no examples from neuter nouns.

Balto-Slavic languages preserve Proto-Indo-European ( PIE) noun declension better than any other branch of IE. In addition to the two older noun classification systems, Slavic has preserved up to seven of the eight PIE cases: Nominative, Accusative, Genitive, Instrumental, Dative, Locative, and – in a few languages only – Vocative. We omit Vocative from our partial paradigms below, since it has no direct connection with the animate/inanimate distinction. In tables 1–4, then, are four partial declensions from modern Slavic languages. A comparison of animate with inanimate forms shows where the two categories differ (see Thomason 1976 for a more detailed discussion).
Table 1. Standard Serbo-Croatian noun declension (partial paradigms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case/Number</th>
<th>0-MASC. ANIM</th>
<th>0-MASC. INAN</th>
<th>1-FEM. ANIM/INAN</th>
<th>0-FEM. ANIM/INAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOM.SG</td>
<td>'priest'</td>
<td>'table'</td>
<td>'thing'</td>
<td>'fish'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC.SG</td>
<td>pop-0</td>
<td>sto-0</td>
<td>stvar-0</td>
<td>rib-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN.SG</td>
<td>pop-a</td>
<td>sto-a</td>
<td>stvar-i</td>
<td>rib-æ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INST.SG</td>
<td>pop-em</td>
<td>stol-em</td>
<td>stvar-ju</td>
<td>rib-œm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAT.SG</td>
<td>pop-u</td>
<td>stol-u</td>
<td>stvar-i</td>
<td>rib-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC.SG</td>
<td>pop-u</td>
<td>stol-u</td>
<td>stvar-i</td>
<td>rib-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM.PL</td>
<td>pop-ov-i</td>
<td>stol-ov-i</td>
<td>stvar-i</td>
<td>rib-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC.PL</td>
<td>pop-ov-e</td>
<td>stol-ov-e</td>
<td>stvar-i</td>
<td>rib-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN.PL</td>
<td>pop-ov-æ</td>
<td>stol-ov-æ</td>
<td>stvar-i</td>
<td>rib-æ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INST.PL</td>
<td>pop-ov-ima</td>
<td>stol-ov-ima</td>
<td>stvar-ima</td>
<td>rib-ama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAT.PL</td>
<td>pop-ov-ima</td>
<td>stol-ov-ima</td>
<td>stvar-ima</td>
<td>rib-ama</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Novi (Čakavian) Serbo-Croatian noun declension (partial paradigms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case/Number</th>
<th>0-MASC. ANIM</th>
<th>0-MASC. INAN</th>
<th>1-FEM. ANIM/INAN</th>
<th>0-FEM. ANIM/INAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOM.SG</td>
<td>'priest'</td>
<td>'root'</td>
<td>'bone'</td>
<td>'cow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC.SG</td>
<td>pop-0</td>
<td>krov-0</td>
<td>kost-0</td>
<td>krav-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN.SG</td>
<td>pop-a</td>
<td>krov-0</td>
<td>kost-0</td>
<td>krav-u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INST.SG</td>
<td>pop-on</td>
<td>krov-on</td>
<td>kost-un</td>
<td>krav-un</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAT.SG</td>
<td>pop-u</td>
<td>krov-u</td>
<td>kost-i</td>
<td>krav-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC.SG</td>
<td>pop-i</td>
<td>krov-i</td>
<td>kost-i</td>
<td>krav-æ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM.PL</td>
<td>pop-ih</td>
<td>krov-i</td>
<td>kost-i</td>
<td>krav-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC.PL</td>
<td>pop-ih</td>
<td>krov-i</td>
<td>kost-i</td>
<td>krav-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN.PL</td>
<td>pop-ih</td>
<td>krov-i</td>
<td>kost-æm</td>
<td>krav-æ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INST.PL</td>
<td>pop-ih</td>
<td>krov-i</td>
<td>kost-æm</td>
<td>krav-æ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAT.PL</td>
<td>pop-ih</td>
<td>krov-i</td>
<td>kost-æm</td>
<td>krav-æ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC.PL</td>
<td>pop-ih</td>
<td>krov-i</td>
<td>kost-æm</td>
<td>krav-æ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tables are ordered according to the scope of animacy within the declensional system, from least to greatest. Inspection of the paradigms shows wide variation in the realization of the animacy category. Standard Serbo-Croatian distinguishes animate from inanimate nouns in just one place: the accusative singular of animate masculine 0-stem nouns is identical to the genitive singular, while the accusative singular of inanimate masculine 0-stem nouns is identical to the nominative singular (Table 1).

The same contrast is found in Novi Serbo-Croatian, but here the 0-stem plurals show the same pattern, although the plural endings themselves differ from the Standard Serbo-Croatian endings (Table 2).

Like the two Serbo-Croatian dialects, Russian contrasts singular animate and inanimate nouns only in the a-stem masculine accusative. But unlike Standard Serbo-Croatian and Novi Serbo-Croatian, Russian carries the distinction through the plurals of all declensions, including both 1-stem and a-stem feminine nouns (and also a-stem masculine nouns, not illustrated in Table 3).

Finally, Literary Czech has a very different pattern, contrasting animate and inanimate masculine nouns — but never feminine nouns — in a number of cases. In the 0-stems all the singular cases except the nominative and the instrumental show the distinction (Table 4); in the masculine a-stems (not shown in Table 4)
the distinction appears in the singular only in the dative and locative, but in all the plural cases except the accusative.

Now, if these were the only four Slavic languages, what would we reconstruct for Proto-Slavic animacy? There are two main options. One possibility is that animate and inanimate nouns were originally widely distinguished in the declensional system — perhaps as in literary Czech masculine nouns — and then the distinction lost ground in the other three languages, most strikingly in Standard Serbo-Croatian, where it survived only in the masculine o-stem accusative singular. The other obvious possibility is that animate and inanimate nouns were originally distinguished only in the masculine o-stem accusative singular, perhaps as in Standard Serbo-Croatian, and then spread to the plural and/or to other cases and/or other declensional types in the other three languages. Of course there are numerous other possibilities as well: perhaps Novi or Russian is closest to the original system, with contraction in Standard Serbo-Croatian and expansion in Czech.

The question is, do we have any grounds for choosing among the various possibilities? Even if we restrict our options to just the two most extreme possibilities, it's not necessarily an easy choice. If we start with the Czech pattern for masculine nouns, we can consider the notion of drift, according to which closely-related languages undergo numerous similar or even identical changes as a result of inheriting the same set of pattern pressures from their common parent, in this case Proto-Slavic.18 The contractions in Standard Serbo-Croatian, Novi Serbo-Croatian, and Russian would be seen as variations on the same theme: the loss of inflectional range of the animacy category. All the changes involved would be instances of analogic leveling. We could account for the fact that the only part of the pattern shared by all four languages — the animate accusative = genitive singular in the masculine o-stems — survives longest, thus retaining the distinction between nominative singular and accusative singular in this noun class: pragmatically, it is useful to distinguish accusative from nominative in languages which (like Slavic languages) have elaborate case systems and quite free word order, because an animate NP would be a plausible agent that it would be hard to tell who did what to whom in a sentence like 'Hit Bill John'.

It's also possible to devise a scenario whereby Standard Serbo-Croatian is closest to Proto-Slavic in its morphological realization of animacy. Pragmatically, it makes good sense that an innovative distinction between animate and inanimate nouns would arise in the first place to distinguish animate from inanimate masculine o-stem nouns: the reason is the same as the reason for (by hypothesis) retaining the distinction only in this part of this paradigm, as we just discussed. The other major declension class, the o-stems, already distinguishes nominative from accusative; the i-stems don't, but there are relatively few of those, and even fewer inanimate i-stems. Analogic spread of the distinction from the singular o-stems to the plural and/or other cases and declension types would be a typical set of changes, all of them analogic extensions.

Semantically, at least, one aspect of our reconstruction task seems easy: all four languages agree rather closely on the range of nouns to be identified as animate — roughly, all vertebrates — so we can confidently reconstruct that range for Proto-Slavic.

Now, what did Proto-Slavic in fact have in this domain? First, the category is an innovation in Slavic; it does not exist in other branches of Indo-European. In fact, it is quite clear that it is a late Proto-Slavic innovation, because its occurrence is not quite consistent in the earliest Old Church Slavic texts. Where it does occur, as we noted earlier, it is identical to the Standard Serbo-Croatian pattern: in the masculine o-stems, animate accusative singular = genitive singular, while inanimate accusative singular = nominative singular. Most later Slavic languages — not just the ones in Tables 1–4 — expanded the category to other parts of the overall declensional system.

Ironically, the one point on which we could feel confident about our reconstruction is dead wrong. In Old Church Slavic, only lexical items for free, adult, human males were grammatically animate; lexical items for slaves, children and animals (along with women, who were not designated by o-stem nouns in any case) were all grammatically inanimate.

5.4 Reconstruction of the Romance future?

This section presents one brief case study suggesting that in certain restricted conditions and under certain restrictive assumptions about language change, it is possible to construct hypotheses about syntactic reconstruction that make testable predictions about earlier grammars. As in previous cases, the methodology we adopt here consists in selecting a phenomenon for which we have a reasonable amount of information corresponding to the grammar of the ancestral language. We then use only the syntactic properties of the daughter languages to evaluate whether different hypotheses about the relevant syntactic properties of the proto-language grammar make the correct predictions. The case in question involves the Romance languages.

The synthetic forms of the simple future in most Romance languages are argued to have originated from a periphrastic structure in Latin in which an infinitive was followed by an inflected form of the verb habere 'to have, and which originally did not have a future interpretation (see Benveniste 1968; Bourciez 1946;
Fleischman (1982). The change yielded the forms of the simple future tense in many Romance languages, as indicated in (9) for French, Italian, Portuguese and Spanish:19,20

(9) Simple future forms derived from Latin 'ēreug': stem + fut-person/number:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>person/number</th>
<th>French</th>
<th>Italian</th>
<th>Portuguese</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>chante-r-ai</td>
<td>cante-r-ò</td>
<td>canta-r-e1</td>
<td>canti-r-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>chante-r-as</td>
<td>cante-r-èi</td>
<td>canta-r-èis</td>
<td>canti-r-èis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>chante-r-â</td>
<td>cante-r-â</td>
<td>canta-r-â</td>
<td>canti-r-â</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL</td>
<td>chante-r-on</td>
<td>cante-r-im</td>
<td>canta-r-emos</td>
<td>canti-r-emos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>chante-r-eo</td>
<td>cante-r-eoe</td>
<td>canta-r-eois</td>
<td>canti-r-eois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p</td>
<td>chante-r-on</td>
<td>cante-r-anno</td>
<td>canta-r-ân</td>
<td>canti-r-ân</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In these languages, especially French and Spanish, the future person/number morphemes are still almost entirely identical to the inflected forms of the verb 'have.' The overlap between the two forms is indicated in boldface in (10):

(10) Present tense of verb 'have':

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>person/number</th>
<th>French</th>
<th>Italian</th>
<th>Portuguese</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>ho</td>
<td>hei</td>
<td>he</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>as</td>
<td>ha</td>
<td>hâs</td>
<td>ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>ha</td>
<td>hâs</td>
<td>ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL</td>
<td>avons</td>
<td>abbiamo</td>
<td>havemos</td>
<td>hemos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>avez</td>
<td>avere</td>
<td>hei</td>
<td>habéis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p</td>
<td>ont</td>
<td>hanno</td>
<td>hâo</td>
<td>hán</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Roberts & Roussou (2002: 36-45, henceforth R&R) present a proposal to explain how the periphrastic infinitive + habere Latin form gave rise to the synthetic forms of the Romance simple future. Following a standard view regarding this development (as presented, for instance, by Fleischman 1982) they claim that this change involved three steps:

22. According to Brinton (1991: 13), "Fleischman (1982: 58–59) [...] recognizes three stages in the development from a meaning of possession through a 'future-oriented modality' to a pure future. In the first stage, have has its full meaning of possession, but with a 'nuance of obligation,' as in I have a letter to mail. At this stage, the construction is quite limited in its distribution (Benveniste 1968: 89–90). In the second stage, the possessive meaning of have is bleached and the obligative meaning comes to predominate, as in I have a letter to write. She points out, correctly, that one cannot actually possess an unwritten letter. There is gradual loosening of the selective restrictions of have and wider distribution of the construction (Benveniste 1968: 90; Pinkster 1987: 207)." However, Brinton (1991: 13, fn. 18) further indicates that Benveniste (1968: 90–91) argues that the Latin construction does not have a meaning of obligation; rather, it has a meaning of predestation, out of which develops a future meaning: 'what is to happen' becomes 'what will happen.' "The specific interpretations of the original complex forms, as suggested by Benveniste and Fleischman, may have played an important role in the ensuing change to a future periphrastic form, although there are other factors discussed by these and other authors that contributed to the change, including the structural properties of these forms and the availability of related grammatical forms in the grammars in question."
therefore not be successful. However, the morphosyntactic similarity between the Romance simple future and the structure (infinitive V + prs 'have') would allow us at least to raise the hypothesis of a development relating both, between Proto-Romance and the modern Romance languages, even if we knew nothing about previous stages in the history of the modern Romance languages. A related source of evidence is the fact that the forms of the verb 'have' are used in the formation of many compound tenses in the languages in (9), such as the compound past tense in French (passé composé):

(12)  j'ai / tu as / il/a / nous avons / vous avez / ils ont chanté
I have/you have/he has/we have /you have/they have sung
'have/be/we/you/they sang'

However, this morphological similarity between the conjugated forms of simple present 'have' (10) and the simple future inflectional affixes (9) in modern French, Italian and Spanish alone would be insufficient to support the hypothesis of a peripheral source for the structure (infinitive V + prs 'have'). This is due mainly to the fact that none of these three daughter languages displays traces of the earlier stages (11a,b) in the path of innovation that led to the appearance of the modern Romance simple future. First, although a tense inflectional head may correspond in the lexicon either to a verbal inflectional affix or to a free morpheme (e.g., an auxiliary verb), we would still need to find some identity between the semantic interpretation of the future inflectional morpheme and specific forms of the verb have, across the grammars of the different daughter languages. Consider the possibility that we take this lexical form-meaning correspondence as a relevant criterion to support a reconstruction also in the syntax (but in a more precise way than the correspondences proposed by H&C, given that here we are not proposing correspondences between sentences or among patterns, as H&C later suggest, but specifically between individual lexical items).

This form-meaning connection between the simple future inflectional morpheme and the auxiliary 'have', however, is not found in the modern Romance languages considered here, except for Romanian, which we discuss later. Second, one remaining, but important, question that could also not be answered on the basis of what is known about the current stage of these languages is why the present tense of 'have' would have become an inflectional affix in the simple future but, crucially, would not have yielded a similar development in other compound tenses, such as the compound past (12). Clearly, one would need to find evidence in one or more of the daughter languages suggesting that the lexical verb (in its infinitival form) immediately preceded the simple present of 'have' in a peripheral structure (infinitive V + prs 'have') in the grammar of the proto-language. Structures in which (infinitive V + prs 'have') forms had future meaning could then have been input for the acquisition of synthetic simple future forms by new generations. However, this kind of evidence is also not present in modern French, Italian and Spanish, thus weakening further the hypothesis that the development in (11) would have taken place, if one considers only the data from these languages.

Consider now a second scenario, in which we add data regarding future forms from two other modern Romance languages: Portuguese and Galician. In at least some dialects of Portuguese and Galician the future affix displays a hybrid behavior in which a pronominal clitic can be inserted or must be inserted between the verb stem and the person/number future suffix, in what is referred to as mesoclisis, a property that is found only in the simple future and simple conditional verb forms, as seen in (13b), as opposed to (13a), in which mesoclisis does not occur, due to the presence of negation in the clause.2b This has led to the proposal that the person/number future (and conditional) suffix has a special behavior in these grammars. R&R refer to it as a 'syntactic affix,' as opposed to the 'lexical affix' status of the corresponding French, Spanish, and Italian forms.

(13)  a.  Eu não lhe darei  /Maria este livro. (Port.)
I not him.cl give-fut.1sg /give-cond.1sg this book
'I would not give him this book.'

b.  Dar-lhe-ei  /Dar-lhe-ia este livro. (Port.)
Give him.cl-fut.1sg /Give-him.cl-cond.1sg this book
'I will give him this book.'/I would give him this book'

Portuguese and Galician provide support for the relative independence of the person/number future suffix from the verb stem. Therefore, there is synchronic evidence, for this set of five Romance languages – French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Galician – for the status of the person/number future inflection as both a lexical affix and a clitic (syntactic affix, in R&R’s terms). What can the new data from Portuguese and Galician contribute to hypotheses about the development of the Romance simple future? If we consider simply the lexical affix vs. clitic/syntactic affix status of

---

2b. As mentioned before, the conditional forms apparently underwent a development similar to that of the simple future in most of the Romance languages under consideration here. Colloquial Brazilian Portuguese has lost the possibility of mesoclisis entirely. According to Geraldo Fernandes-Ribeiro (p.c. 2004), colloquial Galician also no longer shows this possibility.
the future person/number inflection in the two groups of languages, two directions
of change are possible for the future inflection:

(14) a. Hypothesis 1 (French/Italian/Spanish innovate): clitic > affix
   b. Hypothesis 2 (Portuguese/Galician innovate): affix > clitic

According to hypothesis 1, French/Spanish/Italian would have innovated, whereas
Portuguese/Galician would have at least partially kept the clitic status of the future
inflection. Under hypothesis 2, Portuguese/Galician would have innovated, and
an affixal form would have turned into a clitic. Neither development is unbarred.
and although (14a) has been observed to be much more common, (14b) has been
taken to arise in the case of the English genitive marker -s, analyzed as a clitic
that developed from a morphological affix (Lightfoot 1999, and see also Allen 1995,
2002 and references cited there). Considering only the number of languages that
would have innovated under either hypothesis, hypothesis 2 would be the simplest
one, especially if Portuguese and Galician were taken to form a single branch in
the family tree. This would be the wrong choice, given what is known to date about
the development of the Romance simple future.

What about hypothesis 1 (14a)? Here we would have to argue that French, Italian
and Spanish innovated, possibly independently, but undergoing a common
change, in the process known as drift (see section 5.3 and fn. 18). This hypothesis is
supported by data from previous stages of Romance, as the summary in (11) indicated.
However, the purpose of the case studies we consider here is to construct
hypotheses on the basis of restricted subsets of the available data, in order to be
able to evaluate them against the additional, larger data set. If we consider again
the morphological similarity between the future inflection and the present tense
of 'have', now in combination with the added facts about Portuguese/Galician, we
find limited, fragmentary support for a development of the future along the lines
of (11), and which would fit Hypothesis 1 (14a):

(15) (i) Vinf + 'have' > (ii) Vinf + clitic > (iii) Vinf + affix (cf. (11))

However, neither of the changes in (15) is overwhelmingly supported by
what has been discussed so far regarding the Romance future. The languages we
considered do not provide direct evidence for stage (i), aside from the formal
similarity with the present tense of 'have'. Furthermore, all the languages but
Portuguese/Galician would have to have innovated in going from stage (ii) to
stage (iii), a process that would have to be motivated from the perspective of
syntactic change.

In order to make a choice between the two hypothesis in (14), one might wish
to invoke considerations of naturalness or directionality of change that would
favor the change from clitics to affixes (hypothesis 1, the correct one), and not
the other way around. In section 6 below we point out some problems with
this approach.

Before we close this discussion, let us consider whether the addition of data
from another modern Romance language affects our conclusion. Modern Romanian,
unlike the languages discussed so far, does not have a simple future form. Instead,
it has only periphrastic forms for the future, and at least one of these makes use of a
form of 'have', in combination with an infinitive (16a) or a subjunctive form (16b)
(examples from Joseph 1983: 163):

(16) a. am a mă duce la oraş.
   have.1SG. FUT. 1SG.REFL lead-INF to town
   'I will go to town.'
   b. am să fac.
   have.1SG. FUT do.1SG.SUBJ
   'I will do.'

Interestingly, even though the Romanian data would not provide direct evidence
for stages (i) and (ii) of the development in (11), it does provide relevant
information that cannot be found directly in any of the other languages we
considered — namely, for a periphrastic form of the future that uses the verb 'have'
in combination with an infinitive or subjunctive form of the main verb.

Even though this does not constitute direct evidence for the structure
(Vinf + 'have', PREP), which would have led to the stages of the development in (11),

25. Modern Romanian usually displays subjunctive forms in the place of infinitives,
even though it has been taken to still display infinitival forms in certain contexts (see Joseph 1983: ch. 6
and references cited there).

26. An anonymous reviewer cites Maria Jordan (p.c. to reviewer) as saying that (16a) is not
in fact a future, but instead means 'I have to go to the city/I am supposed to go to the city';
the reviewer goes on to say that "even deontic area 'have' has fallen out of use, except perhaps
regionally." Other speakers of Romanian, however, interpret sentences like (16a) as a periphrastic
future. Larisa Avram (p.c. 2004), for instance, indicates that at least one dialect of Modern
Romanian has a periphrastic form of the future with the auxiliary area 'have', and
provides example (i) (For similar examples, also interpreted as futures, see Avram 1986, 1999;

(i) am să merg
   have.1ST.SG. SA.SUBJ go.1ST.SG
   'I will go/I am going.'

The same reviewer also reports that Maria Jordan finds example (16b) ungrammatical as
it stands, because it needs an overt object. Since this example comes from Joseph 1983, we have
retained it; it is possible that there is interperser variation on sentences of this type.
it provides supporting evidence for a hypothesis that would reconstruct those stages. Furthermore, if the Roman evidence, combined with the morphologi-
cal similarity between the future inflection and 'have' in the languages that have a synthetic future, does constitute evidence for the existence of the first stage in (11a), it also supports the hypothesis that the development in the other Romance languages considered here would have been as in (14a)-(15).27

These results do not eliminate the need to address important methodological questions, in particular the ones that arise when competing hypotheses appeal to naturalness (or markedness). However, they do suggest that interesting and reasonable hypotheses about the syntactic properties of proto-language grammars can be established solely on the basis of properties of the grammars of the daughter languages.

6. Conclusion

As noted just above, there are still methodological questions that must be con-
sidered in order to approach the task of doing syntactic reconstruction. Some of these considerations are common to research on language change in general. First, certain problems and questions arise if we use considerations of naturalness in choosing among different hypotheses.

More directly relevant to the discussion about syntactic reconstruction, if consider-
ations of naturalness (or, more specifically, directionality of change) may
be invoked to choose among different hypotheses, it still remains to be explained
from the perspective of the linguistic system (and its acquisition) what determines
what kinds of processes do occur more naturally (e.g., the ones leading from a
change from clitics to affixes, as discussed in section 5.4). Specifically in the gram-
mars in which the change does happen, what would explain the change, that is,
what would be the structural source in the linguistic system for the acquisition
of the innovative grammar?28

27. One might point out that the Romanian situation is in fact innovative, even with the 'have-infinitive' future cases in (16a). However, in the present case study, the fact that Romanian might be innovative is not known a priori, since we are introducing only the modern Romanian data into the discussion, in the attempt to further test the reconstruction hypotheses in (11) with access only to a limited set of data.

28. Roberts & Roussou (2003) attempt to develop a model that explains why this change is favored given complexity measures that come into play in the acquisition of new grammars.

We still need to explain why the change happens, and why it happens only
in some grammars, and not in others, as was the case in Section 5.4 for the last
stage that gave rise to the Future inflectional affixes as lexical affixes in French/
Italian/Spanish, but not in Portuguese/Galician, at least until recently. Historical
linguists are not optimistic about the prospects for making major advances in this
area, however; the usual argument is that there are too many social and linguistic
variables to be considered.

If certain properties of human language (e.g., clitics) are expected to change
naturally into something else (e.g., affixes), and thus disappear, why should such
properties arise and remain stable in the grammars of many generations? (See also,
regarding this question, Hale 1998).

If the acquisition of some innovative properties in new grammars happens
because they are more natural, how can the opposite development take place, as
seems to have been the case in the change of the possessive marker -s from an affix
to a clitic in English?29

An important question has to do with the tendency to connect what seems
to be more common or probable with what is more natural. This introduces a
methodological complication. The fact that certain phenomena are more common
does not necessarily result from the fact that they are the most natural phenom-
ena, especially when one has a limited or fragmentary amount of empirical data
to appeal to. In any case, the best and possibly only certain approach to invoking
notions of directionality might be to provide explanations based on the properties
of the linguistic system for why certain phenomena tend to be recurrent, affecting
more often the course of language change.

There are further problems in extending to syntax the notion of naturalness.
First, even in the case of phonological change, which is better understood than
syntactic change, the notion of 'naturalness' is vexed. Sometimes the (apparently)
most natural changes fail to happen; sometimes a change that might be consid-
ered highly unnatural – or at least very rare – does happen. The latter may have
to do with notions of (un)markedness, taken to be the basis of 'naturalness'. Marked
things may be taken to be harder to learn. But pinning it down is another matter
(see Thomason & Kaufman's discussion of this issue, 1988: ch. 2). Second, our store
of knowledge about syntactic change is so puny compared to what is known about
sound change that most hypotheses about syntactic reconstruction are guesswork.

29. As an anonymous reviewer points out, there are other examples of change from affix to
clitic. The reviewer gives the Polish person markers as an example, citing Andersen 1987 and
Witkai 1998.
In morphophonological change there are many controversial claims, especially in the grammaticalization literature (see H&K for discussion).

In this paper we have focused primarily on foundational and methodological questions that (in our opinion) must be addressed first in order to carry out any syntactic or morphosyntactic reconstruction successfully. (Below we will use the term morphosyntactic to cover both of these closely-related categories.) Here we will sum up our main conclusions about the feasibility of reconstructions in this domain. First, and most importantly, the greater difficulties inherent in morphosyntactic reconstruction by comparison to phonological reconstruction do not justify abandoning the attempt to reconstruct morphosyntax; they do, however, mean that the level of success will almost certainly remain lower than the level of success in phonological reconstruction. Similarly, given the state of current research, our confidence in the accuracy of the results of morphosyntactic reconstruction will probably always be less. A major reason for this pessimism lies in the fact that morphosyntactic changes are not regular in the same sense that most phonological change is regular: regular phonological change is blind to all considerations of meaning, while in morphosyntactic change, by contrast, analogy restricted by certain structural and meaning properties is a major non-phonological driving force. In other words, structural and meaning restrictions play a crucial role in morphosyntactic change but not in regular phonological change.

Second, uniformity of surface forms in all the daughter languages at a particular structure point (e.g., sentential word order or yes/no question formation) permits the reconstruction of that surface form in the parent language, but always with the caution that more than one grammar might produce the same surface configuration.

Third, where morphosyntactic patterns share cognate morphemes, as in the Slavic animacy and Romance future examples above, functional identity or overlap in these morphemes leads to useful hypotheses about the proto-language constructions that gave rise to the daughter-language patterns. In some cases, like the Romance future – where our analysis built on the fact that a clitic-to-affix change is much more widely instantiated than an affix-to-clitic change – directional probabilities contribute to the formulation of these hypotheses; in other instances, like the Slavic animacy category, no such directional probabilities can be added as supporting evidence for a reconstruction. (In that example, although morphological simplification is the norm in Indo-European languages, morphological elaboration is well known from other language families, typically families that start out with less elaborate inflectional systems than Proto-Indo-European had.) In all these cases the possibility of drift must be taken into account because daughter languages inherit the same structures from the proto-language, they undergo many similar or identical changes as a result of pattern pressures (structural imbalances, hard-to-learn bits of grammar) in the inherited material.

Fourth, efforts to reconstruct morphosyntax in the absence both of shared morphemes and of identity in surface forms in the daughter languages are much less likely to yield solid results. It is quite possible that further research will support directional probabilities, and these in turn may facilitate progress even here.

Current approaches to reconstruction that rely on clusters of parameter settings are difficult to evaluate because they have not yet been systematically developed, or tested on data where the relevant proto-language constructions are known (such as our Slavic and Romance examples), or presented in conjunction with well-worked-out examples. Our initial reaction to these proposals, however, is that they are essentially typological, not historical: clusters of features do not, in themselves, carry direct historical implications. There is currently no proven metric that would show the extent to which this might be responsible for any particular clustering; even if a historical connection can be established for such a clustering, no method has been worked out to distinguish inheritance from diffusion; and although a number of case studies have been published in this area, no general path of change have been established for parameter settings.
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Reconstruction in syntax
Reconstruction of patterns*

Alice C. Harris
SUNY, Stony Brook

In syntax, reconstruction is limited to patterns, that is, repeated surface forms paired with a consistent function or distribution. Comparative reconstruction is illustrated with the example of the pattern of yes/no questions in Kartvelian languages and the core case marking pattern in the languages of the Nakh-Daghestanian family. The method involves setting up correspondences among patterns in languages known to be related. Determination of the ancestral patterns may make use of syntactic relics, dialect data, phonological correspondences, the principle of economy, and identification of internal or external sources of innovation, among other resources. Co-occurrence of all parts of a pattern provides the required safeguards to reconstruction of syntax, just as co-occurrence of all parts of a word does in reconstruction of phonology. Reconstruction of syntax is more likely to be successful in language families with less time depth and in ones with complex morphology reflecting the syntax, than in families lacking these characteristics.

1. Introduction

A recent book on linguistic reconstruction summarizes the position of its author regarding syntactic reconstruction as follows:

*This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grants No. BNS-8419143, BNS-871211, SRB-9710085, and BCS-0215523, and by the International Research and Exchanges Board under the ACLS-Academy of Science Exchange with the Soviet Union (1989). I am grateful to these organizations for their support. I am grateful to my 1Idi consultants, especially Luisa Nekumamadze and Dodo Miskalidze, and to consultants on various Kartvelian languages, who contributed in a more indirect way to this particular paper. I would like to thank Gatella Ferraresi and Harald Kraus for organizing the Workshop and for inviting me to participate in it. I am grateful to those who participated in the Workshop for their helpful comments, especially Jost Gippert and David Lightfoot. I want also to thank Iyle Campbell, who has read and commented on more than one preliminary version of this paper.
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